“How Knowledge, Belief, & Truth Impact Medical Practice”

Why do treatments for some diagnoses change over time? What drives this change in medical practice? This presentation will explore how medical knowledge is derived and how it guides a doctor’s clinical decision-making during a patient visit. Audience members will acquire tools to critically appraise online medical information.

**Eike Blohm, M.D.,** is an assistant professor of at the University of Vermont’s Larner College of Medicine and the director of the Emergency Medicine Research Associate Program. In addition, he serves as a member of the UVM Medical Center Resuscitation Committee and the UVM Institutional Review Board (IRB). Blohm received his medical degree from Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, as well as completed a residency in emergency medicine and a fellowship in medical toxicology at the University of Massachusetts Medical School.

NOTES

View this presentation and previous Community Medical School lectures here:

http://med.uvm.edu/cms_archives